THE FOLLYGRAM

MAY FIRST, NINETEEN THIRTY-ONE

Struggle With the Ags Tonight at Horse Barn

Jiu Jutsu Artists Tour Campus
Margaret Harbold, Dale Godfright, Max Zava Broughamwa, Midget Broughamwa, Romney Romont, Randolph Rongonta reports in the art of destreamer Jiu Jitsu honor the campus by putting on an April event of performance in Poly Grove. They were rewarded by a delicious repeat of Zulu meel.

May 7—A.T.A. We are hot on the trail of the rumor that some of the most respectable gentlemen on the campus witnessed the aforesaid Jiu Jutsu artists tonight. Buy next year's Polygram and read all of the latest reports.

Black Cats ARE BAD LUCK

But It Will Bring You GOOD LUCK

To See

THE BLACK FLAMINGO

Crandall Gymnasium May 7 (Lucky Day!)

How Would It Be?

"Husto" Forbes giving away ten pounds of cigarettes in the boys in the smokehouse.

Gwen Bruce without any money?

(Not if he room-mate, Allan Melby, is in town.) A very sad case of.

Woody Terrissina buying anything for

Adam: Honey, your teeth look lika red apples. 1 will be back in time to teach you every day you see.

"Ape" Whitehill, the master mind of Daniel Duren, has been meeting mysterious visitors from the coast of Pennsylvania to name the best half of the time.

Tell me not in mournful numbers that I heard it in a dream that I saw it in sleep of the half-mad, nor as if the eye of the half-sane could see or see in the dimness of circumstance. That I heard it as a tumult in the earth, but not as that which is heard in sleep—tale me not in numbers that the half-wit dreamt it as he stumbled in the dark. "Ape" Whitehill has also been meeting mysterious visitors from the coast of Pennsylvania to name the best half of the time.
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Vanishing Herd Down Opponents

Before a crowd of 13,000 fans yesterday, Captain M. J. Crandall's Conquering Hornets defeated the Vanishing Herd, 11-0, in the thrilling victory over the first team in the Pacific Coast Conference.

Captain Crandall, who himself played full-back for the Vanishing Herd, was easily the outstanding full-back player of the game. While the sun was shining through the few clouds which were lasting in the sky, Captain Crandall would continue to lead the Conquering Hornet players.

The Conquering Hornets took a great lead in the early moments of the game when the zakewild Captain Crandall broke through the Vanishing Herd's line and scored a touchdown. The Conquering Hornets were leading 11-0 at the half-time whistle.

In the second quarter, the Conquering Hornets took full advantage of their lead and scored two more touchdowns, increasing their lead to 17-0. The Conquering Hornets won the game 17-0.

Who's Who

McLean, W. Smith — Quarterback

Yellowstone, Ben — Half-back for the Vanishing Herd

Horde

Vanishing Herd

Crandall, Captain Ben

Spurens, Joseph Hughes

HUGHES THE HERO WHO PLACED NOTE DAM

In order to give the public a more thorough understanding of the Conquest, the Latin Club (Boy, page Mr. Ripley), The Editor, and the Follies will try to explain some of the most difficult points in the contest.

Time: French Revolution.

Barred By Censors On Campus

In the interest of the public welfare, the Poly Press Department has decided to bar the publication of certain articles. The decision was made after careful consideration of the matter by the Publications Department.

The Publications Department states that the present Press is not in favor of the Poly Press Department. The Poly Press Department, however, takes into account the necessity of not publishing any narratives which may not be in the public interest.

The Poly Press Department states that the Poly Press is in favor of the Poly Press Department in keeping the Press in the public interest. However, the Poly Press Department must take into account the necessity of not publishing any narratives which may not be in the public interest.

Up In The Air!

The Poly Press Staff was well represented at the California Polytechnic Press Conference, held at San Marcos, by Mr. McLean and by Mr. Hughes. The Poly Press Staff also had representatives at the Pacific Coast Press Conference held in San Francisco.

Perhaps one of the miracles of the Poly Press is that the staff were able to come and go without a hitch. The Poly Press Staff was well represented at the Pacific Coast Press Conference, held in San Francisco. However, the Poly Press Staff also had representatives at the Pacific Coast Press Conference held in San Francisco. The Poly Press Staff was well represented at the Pacific Coast Press Conference, held in San Francisco.